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Executive Summary 
 

This report is a commentary on the investigations undertaken, and reports produced by the 

Noosa Fish Health Investigation (NFHI) Taskforce to investigate nine incidents of fish health 

problems at the Sunland Fish Hatchery on the Sunshine coast.  

 

The authors of this commentary were requested by the Queensland Government, through the 

Department of Employment, Economic Development and Innovation (DEEDI), to assess the 

information used by the Taskforce to produce its report, to comment on the views and positions 

of the Taskforce and advise independently on the matters put to the Taskforce.  In particular, we 

were asked to advise:  

1. Whether it is possible, given the evidence gathered by the Taskforce, for a single 

conclusion to be drawn or whether the differing conclusions reached by the Taskforce 

members are indeed, irreconcilable; 

2. Whether the report of the Chair of the Taskforce provides a reasonable set of 

conclusions based on the information gathered; 

3. If any significant changes should be made to the report. 

 

In writing this commentary we are aware and acknowledge it is very difficult to investigate 

events of the nature at the hatchery that occurred in the past. However we note that incidences 

that occurred during the tenure of the Taskforce have been subject to more detailed and 

intensive veterinary and ecotoxicological investigations than earlier events. We consider it 

appropriate that the discussion and conclusions in the Taskforce report be weighted towards 

these data. 

 

From the reports we have read, we consider it is acknowledged by the majority of Taskforce 

members that whilst evidence is insufficient to incriminate pesticides as a cause in the individual 

incidents, the collective circumstantial information is suggestive for possible involvement of 

chemicals. Excluding offspring issues with Noosa River fish spawned at the hatchery, this data 

is firstly the apparent temporal association between spraying at the macadamia farm and fish 

events at the hatchery, and secondly spray drift modelling indicating that under ‘worst case’ 

conditions it is possible for spray drift to reach the hatchery ponds. There also appears to be 

tacit agreement amongst Taskforce members that hatchery events may be multifactorial. 

Factors other than chemical spray drift that may play a role in the events at the hatchery are fish 

diseases, water quality, past pesticide and non-pesticide environmental contaminants and 
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possibly hatchery management practice. There is also general agreement that there is need for 

further investigation as set out in the recommendations of the Taskforce. 

 
With respect to the terms of reference for this commentary: 
 

1. Can a single conclusion be reached? 
 
While we note the differing approaches taken by the different professional disciplines in data 

interpretation, we consider these reports which discuss or attempt to identify potential causes 

for the observed fish effects need to be scientifically rigorous in interpreting the available data.  

After reading all the information provided by DEEDI and evaluating the data within them we 

consider there are many areas of agreement between Taskforce members which is not 

immediately apparent on reading the reports from the Taskgroup or its Scientific sub-committee. 

Rather than sacrificing the scientific integrity of these reports by attempting to make 

compromises to present all views and perhaps achieve pseudo consensus, which in our opinion 

has imparted an implicit bias towards a particular viewpoint, we consider it is possible to create 

a report that reflects the majority view. That view being it is not possible to identify a chemical 

cause for the events that occurred at the hatchery. If needed for transparency purposes any 

minority views from Taskforce members may be added, with commentary, as an appendix to the 

report. 

 

We have evaluated in detail the rationale provided for a few of the theories put forward by 

proponents that agrichemicals are a necessary cause for events at the fish hatchery. In those 

evaluations we have found the theories to be unsupported by the literature references cited; 

selected information has been inappropriately extrapolated markedly beyond what would be 

scientifically justified. In respect of each of the theoretical claims for support of chemical 

causation we note the Taskforce has not been provided with scholarly objective reviews of the 

scientific literature as it pertains to the hatchery investigations. We recommend such reviews be 

undertaken. 

 

We also note that the fish pathology for some of the hatchery incidents does not necessarily 

support the position of chemical causation as claimed by the investigating pathologist. In the 

one instance where independent peer reviewers assessed the tissue pathology they remarked 

post mortem degradation precluded any diagnosis. We strongly recommend an independent 

‘blinded’ review of the pathology slides for each of the incident investigation be undertaken by 

an appropriately qualified fish pathologist. We have provided a set of questions to guide a 

pathology review.   
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2. Reasonable conclusions? 

Interpretation of technical data gathered outside of controlled experimental situations is rarely 

straightforward or black and white. Particularly when the circumstances for data gathering are 

less than ideal and the data package may be incomplete. The Taskforce report and Scientific 

sub-committee report both provide good descriptions of the incident investigations, data 

gathered and differing views on interpretation.  

 

Based on the information provided to us, it is our opinion the Taskforce report has reached a 

reasonable set of conclusions. 

 

 
3. Does Taskforce report need changing? 

 
In the text of this commentary a number of additions to the Taskforce report are suggested. 

These are areas of clarification and helping a reader understand how a piece of information, 

which they won’t necessarily access, may influence the conclusions for each incident 

investigation. Suggestions for changing the report are included in Section 5.  

 

We consider it important to address the absence of a rigorous evaluation for some of the 

various hypotheses raised to implicate agrichemicals in events at the hatchery, and for the 

veracity of literature information cited by proponents of the chemical causation hypotheses. We 

also note there has only been an independent peer review of the pathology for one of the 

events at the hatchery. To us these aspects are important for a reader to be able gauge the 

feasibility or otherwise of the theoretical bases for agrichemical involvement in the hatchery 

events. If these aspects are unable to be appropriately addressed in the Taskforce report prior 

to its release, for example as recommended above, an acknowledgement that such 

assessments have not been undertaken would be germane.  
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1. Introduction 
 
In 2009 the Minister for Primary Industries, Fisheries and Rural and Regional Queensland 

established the Noosa Fish Health Investigation (NFHI) Taskforce to investigate nine incidents 

of fish health problems at the Sunland Fish Hatchery on the Sunshine coast near the Noosa 

River.  

 

The incidents at the hatchery occurred in late 2005 through to early 2010 and fish health 

problems reported as unusual swimming behaviour (spinning), deformities, deaths, and 

apparent growth retardation. These effects were not all reported to occur in the same incident 

and are referred to as the ‘Hatchery Syndromes’ in various investigative reports used by the 

Taskforce to construct its final report. The effects were alleged to have been caused by 

chemical spray drift from an adjacent macadamia farm.   

 

In July 2008 and July 2009 the hatchery sourced small numbers of bass and mullet from the 

Noosa River, these fish were hormonally induced to spawn at the hatchery with offspring 

intended to be sold after rearing at the hatchery. The hatchery reported reproductive failure, 

deformities and/or reduced growth in offspring. It was purported these effects (termed the 

‘Noosa River Syndrome’) were indicative of poor fish health in the Noosa River resulting from 

exposure to chemicals in the river. 

 

In addition to the above, during the period of the fish incidents there were claims of ill health in 

terrestrial vertebrates (dog, horse, domestic poultry, birds, pig) and concerns raised regarding 

human health.  These investigations have not been intensely interrogated in this commentary.  

 

The NFHI Taskforce was set up to conduct: 

• Fish, terrestrial livestock and human health investigations. Particularly whether 

chemicals used on the neighbouring macadamia farm were the cause of the reported 

incidents. 

• Chemical use in the vicinity of the hatchery. 

• Monitoring programmes. 

• Fishing and fish breeding assessments.  
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The Taskforce report noted: 

“There has been considerable speculation regarding the cause of the events at the hatchery. 

The most obvious was the possible link to chemical use on the neighbouring macadamia farm. 

However, investigations attempted to address all possible causes and examined aspects 

related to pests and diseases, environmental conditions, chemical use at the hatchery, 

husbandry practices and procedures, feeding and nutrition, biosecurity and fish disease 

management practices, hatchery infrastructure and water supplies.” 

 

The Taskforce had 27 members (plus secretariat); the majority were DEEDI or DERM staff, 

other members were human health professionals, academic toxicologists, representatives of 

industry associations, and the private veterinary practitioner attending the Sunland Fish 

hatchery. The Taskforce was assisted by a scientific sub-committee of 10 members, all except 

two were members of the Taskforce, which produced its own report to the Taskforce. In June 

2010 the NFHI Taskforce produced its final report.  

 

Due to apparent “considerable” differences of opinion regarding the causation of fish ill health at 

the hatchery, and conclusions that could be drawn from data gathered during the investigations, 

the Taskforce and the scientific sub-committee did not table consensus reports. Instead the 

reports are the opinions of the respective Chairs and document the complexity and multifaceted 

nature of the incidents and investigations. The reports summarise the available evidence 

pertaining to each of the nine incidents at the hatchery, they acknowledge the differences in 

opinion of the scientific sub-committee members.  

 

The Taskforce has relied upon a cascading tier of reports to inform its deliberations through a 

series of incident investigation reports and the report from the Chair of the scientific sub-

committee.  The investigative reports of specific incidents were presented to the Scientific sub-

committee primarily by the DEEDI veterinary officer, Dr Chong, (these are called the veterinary 

reports) and were supplemented by external consultant reports for particular aspects such as 

spray drift modelling, the interpretation of the modelling, and identification of ecotoxicology 

guideline values.  

 

There was disagreement within the Scientific sub-committee regarding data interpretation and 

incident causation, these variances of views could not be resolved to allow a consensus opinion 

to be forwarded to the Taskforce. Individual members of the committee formally expressed their 

views by submitting reports to the committee Chair. The Chair then used all the material before 

him to create a report to the Taskforce that contained the pro and con arguments for pesticide 
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chemical causation in each of the nine incidents. This allowed the differing views of the 

scientists to be put forward to the Taskforce.  For each of the incidents the chairman provided 

his own view of the data and attempted a weight of evidence conclusion.  The Chair of the 

Taskforce has in turn used the report from the Chair of the Scientific sub-committee as the 

primary information source for his report. The Taskforce also had available the incident 

investigation reports as well as the reports from individual scientists on the sub-committee. 

Given that that the majority of the Scientific sub-committee, including the two veterinarians with 

differing (minority) views from the rest of the committee, were also members of the Taskforce it 

is perhaps not surprising the Taskforce also did not reach a consensus position.   

 

Terms of reference for review of Taskforce report: 
 
The authors of this commentary report were requested by the Queensland Government, 

through the Department of Employment, Economic Development and Innovation (DEEDI), to 

assess the information used by the Taskforce to produce its report, to comment on the views 

and positions of the Taskforce and advise independently on the matters put to the Taskforce.  In 

particular, we were asked to advise:  

1. whether it is possible, given the evidence gathered by the Taskforce, for a single 
conclusion to be drawn or whether the differing conclusions reached by the Taskforce 
members are indeed, irreconcilable; 

2. whether the report of the Chair of the Taskforce provides a reasonable set of 
conclusions based on the information gathered; 

3. if any significant changes should be made to the report. 

 
In assessing the package of information (49 individual reports) provided we were instructed not 

to undertake any additional investigative work. For example in relation to sourcing literature 

information. However during the course of reviewing the package of information we randomly 

checked some of the literature information that was cited in the reports. It became apparent that 

some of the scientific literature information had been selectively applied to support various 

arguments or had been incorrectly interpreted. We have therefore also reviewed some of the 

pivotal citations in the reports.    

 

Since there has been reliance by the Taskforce on the tiered reports briefly described above, 

this commentary firstly addresses the pivotal investigation reports considered by the Scientific 

sub-committee, then the final report from the Taskforce. Throughout this commentary reference 

is made to information relied on by the Taskforce by reference to the documentation number in 
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the information pack provided and in Appendix 5 of the Taskforce report, i.e. cited as report (R) 

and its number, e.g. R25. 

 

 

2. Veterinary reports of Dr Chong  
 

Dr Chong is the Principal Veterinary Officer (Aquatic Animal Biosecurity) with Biosecurity 

Queensland, DEEDI.  His ‘veterinary reports’ form the backbone of the Taskforce investigations.  

In the information pack provided for this commentary there are series of reports from Dr Chong 

to the Taskforce. These are listed in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Veterinary reports by Dr Chong 

Title Date Report 
numbera 

Sunland Fish Hatchery Veterinary Investigation Work Instruction 06/12/2008 R10 
1st Veterinary Report on Sunland Fish Hatchery, Silver Perch Kill, 

Bass Deformity and Neurological Symptoms, 3rd Edition 16/10/2009 R25 

3rd Veterinary Report    Bass Fry Kill Syndrome, 1st Edition 23/10/2009 R26 
4th Veterinary Report    Golden Perch Loss Syndrome, 1st Edition. 11/02/2010 R27 
2nd Veterinary Report   Mullet Deformities Syndrome, 2nd Edition. 07/03/2010 R34 
5th Veterinary Report    Australian Bass Growth, Retardation  

Syndrome, 1st Edition 06/03/2010 R35 

6th Veterinary Report    Silver Perch Larval Malformation, 
Discoordination and Acute Death Syndrome, 1st Edition 06/03/2010 R36 

7th Veterinary Report    Executive Summary of Veterinary 
Investigations 07/03/2010 R37 

a The report numbers listed here refer to those in the pack of information provided by DEEDI. 

 

The overall tenor of the veterinary reports is one which conveys a perception that there was a 

quest to implicate chemicals as the cause of the events at the hatchery, and that the source of 

chemicals was spray drift from the neighbouring macadamia farm. Similarly the Noosa River 

Syndromes’ are portrayed as being chemically caused. Overall, we find the reports do not 

contain sufficient information or objectivity to be able to be reliably used to inform on the issue 

of causation. In fact in building a case for pesticide involvement there are instances where 

toxicological information from the scientific literature has been incorrectly transcribed and/or 

misinterpreted, and where misunderstanding of the mechanisms of toxicity is demonstrated. 

 

The following detailed critique of particular veterinary reports (R10, R25 & R26) illustrates some 

of the concerns we have with the deductive analysis and information extrapolation that lead Dr 
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Chong to a conclusion that chemicals from the macadamia farm were likely causative for the 

observed deaths and health effects of hatchery fish. Because time has not allowed a detailed 

interrogation of all the reports, some of our comments are provided without provision, or citation, 

of all the supporting information demonstrating our reason for concern. 

 

2.1 Investigation work instruction (R10) 6/12/08: 
The first report by Dr Chong (R10), much of which is reproduced in the 1st veterinary report 

(R25), is a work plan which details the inspection and sampling procedures to be used during 

the veterinary investigations and lists the criteria for evaluation of laboratory results and 

diagnosis. Also included are check lists for negative and positive diagnosis for the neurological 

disorder (convulsions or spinning behaviour) to be caused by organophosphate(OP) exposure, 

and for developmental effects (e.g. two heads) to be assigned to carbendazin exposure. These 

chemicals were chosen on the grounds they are used in the area. 

 

We note: 

• A detailed protocol, list of questions and areas for inspection at the fish hatchery is 

included in the work plan, the results of the inspection is reported in R25 (see below). 

• Detection or exclusion of potential causes other than OPs are included in the check lists.  

• We also comment that successful treatment of the neurological symptoms with atropine 

is not on its own diagnostic for OP exposure as being the cause for the symptoms. A 

positive response to atropine indicates symptoms may be due to abnormal autonomic 

nervous system activity, it does not categorically inform on a specific cause. For 

example the 1st veterinary report, critiqued below, indicates a synthetic pyrethroid and 

various metals are associated with inhibition of acetylcholine esterase (AChE) and thus 

their effects would also be ameliorated by atropine. Nevertheless inhibition of AChE by 

OPs and ensuing excess acetylcholine is a mechanism by which such a neurological 

abnormality can occur.  

 

Reports R 1 – R5 relate to practices in Macadamia orchards, the use of chemicals and spray 

drift. Reports R6 - R8 are codes of practice for fish hatcheries. There is little or no review of 

these documents in the Taskforce report, particularly as they might relate to the practices on the 

Macadamia Plantation and at the Sunland Fish hatchery. In addition there is no meaningful 

examination in the Taskforce report of practices at either establishment or a consideration of 

whether they meet contemporary standards. Since the use of chemicals and practices at the 

fish hatchery are central to this report, we believe this to be an oversight. 
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2.2. 1st Veterinary report (R25) 16/10/09: 
 

The 1st veterinary report (R25, 16/10/09): focuses primarily on the investigation of the 

December 2008 silver perch fish kill (i.e. Incident 4) and attempts to tie this with events reported 

since October 2007 (i.e. Incidents 1, 2 & 3).  

 

Temporal, but largely anecdotal, information for spraying at the macadamia farm and fish health 

issues at the hatchery loosely connect these two events. However while the temporal 

association aids in hypothesis building it does not establish a cause and effect relationship. In 

fact detailed quantitative analysis using wind measurements indicated negligible spray drift 

(R48). It should be noted however that this latter assessment was for a relatively short time 

encompassing only five spray events, and at least on one occasion a non-spray buffer zone of 

macadamia trees alongside the hatchery was observed, which may not have been the case in 

the past.  

 

a) It is stated at page 10 “In the course of the hatchery diagnostic investigation, convincing 

evidence to demonstrate a nonpesticide cause(s) is actually required to rule out spray 

drift exposure as the primary risk”. We note it is quite difficult to scientifically prove 

something doesn’t happen. It is more usual to seek positive evidence, e.g. the presence 

of pesticides at effective, or near effective concentrations, to implicate pesticides as a 

primary risk. We agree detection of chemical residues is dependent on the time of 

sample collection relative to an alleged spray event, the exposure dose(s), the rate of 

degradation and compartmentalisation of residues and the sensitivity of the analytical 

tests employed. Consequently the absence of positive evidence in the form of pesticides 

at concentrations known to result in the type of fish health problems described doesn’t 

disprove pesticides were not involved. The absence of such data does however 

considerably weaken an argument for involvement of pesticides, particularly if 

determined effort has been applied to find them. It is our opinion the timing of water 

sample collections at the time the fish observations, or soon after, and the analytical 

limits of reporting of the pesticides were sufficient to be able to detect the presence of 

pesticides if they were responsible for the hatchery incidents.   

 

b) In the executive summary, and at pages 15 and 157 of R25, a range of assumed initial 

concentrations of carbendazin, methidathion and cyfluthrin in ponds at the hatchery is 

provided by Dr Chong. It is indicated these concentrations are as predicted by the 
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APVMA spray drift assessment. We do not understand how Dr Chong has arrived at 

these concentrations as we have been unable to locate the values he cites in reports 

containing the quantitative predictions from the spray drift modelling (R29 or R32), we 

are also unable to deduce his stated concentrations from the information in those 

reports.  

 
c) Dr Chong points out the analytical sensitivity of the methods used to detect the 

pyrethroid cyfluthrin were higher than the range of water concentrations he cites from the 

spray drift modelling. He therefore argues a risk of exposure can exist in the absence of 

detectable residues in the water. While this may be correct in relation to exposure per 

se, the important issue is whether the analytical reporting limits are sufficiently below 

concentrations known to cause adverse effects in fish. A range of quantitative 

extrapolations have been undertaken by Dr Chong that attempt to persuade the reader 

that cyfluthrin can have non-lethal toxicity below the analytical LOR. As discussed below 

in our comments on the casual web theory (at dot point k), we consider these 

extrapolations are ill founded and contain considerable uncertainty.  

 
d) At page 39 of R25 a case is made that there has been a 28% decline in production from 

the hatchery for the three years 2005 – 2007 (when there were “reports of significant 

chemical spray events and fish kills”) compared to the period 1985‐2000 (no reports of 

spray events). However this is not an appropriate comparison to imply chemical spraying 

was the cause for decreased production. In the records cited there are other three year 

periods, prior to 2005 – 2007 (i.e. prior to the introduction by the farm of a new spray rig 

alleged to be the reason for spray drift), in which production was less than that during 

alleged ‘spray affected’ years of 2005 – 2007.  

 
For 2005 – 2007, the problem years, hatchery production was a total of 1460 fish (Table 

8, p40 of R25). In 1996/7 – 1998/9 fish production was 1249 and in 2000/1 – 2002/3 

production was 1230.   

 
e) Sudden deaths of silver perch Dec 2008 (Syndrome 4). In December 2008 through 

January 2009 there was an investigation of silver perch deaths that followed spraying 

cyfluthrin at the macadamia farm two days earlier (Syndrome 4 in Scientific sub-

committee report).  

 

- We note there is an inexplicable absence of pond pH, temperature and dissolved 

oxygen data in this investigation. In addition the sampling protocols do not indicate 
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whether chemical and metal analysis are to be done on filtered or unfiltered samples. 

This is important as many hydrophobic chemicals will partition to the organic carbon 

fraction of suspended particulates. Even if water appears clear there is still 

suspended fine particulate matter in the water column. Report R42, summary of 

results for all investigations at the hatchery, indicates that on some occasions water 

samples were filtered prior to analysis to remove particulates. 

 

- The acetylcholine esterase (AChE) assay of fish brains (p56 of R25) from the silver 

perch collected at the hatchery in December 2008, although subject to limitations, 

indicates discernable depression of enzyme activity when compared to a single 

control fish. Given the temporal association with alleged spraying of cyfluthrin and 

that other type II pyrethroids are documented in the literature to depress AChE 

activity at concentrations of 10µg/L (Reddy et al. 1992 cited in R25), this finding is 

suggestive that cyfluthrin may have been responsible for the decrease in fish brain 

AChE activity. However a depression in AChE activity does not necessarily translate 

into a toxic effect. We note that the Scientific sub-committee report does not 

reference the AChE data, which may be why the Taskforce report also does not 

mention the information as lending support for the case that spraying chemicals may 

have played a role in the deaths of silver perch in December 2008. Limitations why 

the AChE information is only suggestive and not on its own a decisive factor in 

assigning causation are: 

o The data come from only a few affected fish and a single control animal, 

consequently there is no indication of inter-individual variability in brain AChE 

activity and, although there may be biological relevance, no statistical 

relevance, 

o The brains of three of the four affected  fish were assayed several days after 

the brains were excised (these samples were transported on ice and then 

frozen until assayed, there is no indication in any of the reports whether this 

handling of samples affects AChE activity),  

o It is unclear whether the four affected fish were caught while alive or only one 

of them. With tissue autolysis observed in the histopathology evaluation there 

is a possibility it may also have occurred in the samples obtained for AChE 

analysis and therefore affected AChE activity. 

o A limited literature search suggests pyrethroid associated decrease in AChE 

activity may be the result of decreased tissue respiration and ionic 

composition of tissues (Reddy et al. 1992, Reddy and Philip 1992). It is 
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possible that such effects could also occur with other stresses that may 

cause similar physiological changes (e.g. situations of decreased oxygen 

extraction from water due to damaged gills or increased temperature and/or 

reduced water oxygen). A scholarly discussion of the factors, including 

sampling, which may influence AChE activity is missing from the 

investigation. Also absent from the causation debate for effects at the 

hatchery is a discussion of correlation of AChE inhibition with toxic outcomes 

in fish. 

o Only a single reference is cited in veterinary report (R25) to support the 

contention that pyrethroids can inhibit AChE. A literature weight of evidence 

analysis would be more germane.  

 

- Overall the write up of the AChE protocols and discussion of results falls short of 

expectations for causation justification arguments and third party appraisal. Although 

AChE inhibition is generally accepted as a biomarker of exposure for pesticides with 

anti-AChE activity, the extent to which AChE inhibition is a reliable or meaningful 

biomarker of toxic effect is considerably less clear. Given the wide concentration 

range over which AChE inhibition can occur, and the lack of data relating degrees of 

inhibition to specific toxicological outcomes, caution is required in the use of AChE 

inhibition as a biomarker of effect (Chambers 2002). There is also the issue whether 

subtle behavioural effects potentially due to AChE inhibition are considered to be 

toxic.  

 

- Based on marginal inhibition of AChE and no statistical power to detect inhibition a 

peer reviewer (Richard Watts at p81 of R25) of the AChE data concluded “The 

evidence does not support the suggestion that the fish, from samples taken, had 

inhibited levels of acetylcholinesterase or that adverse effects on fish can be 

concluded from the results from the acetylcholinesterase assay”.  We note the 

criticisms by Richard Watts have been addressed in R25 (pp87 – 103), we find some 

of those rebuttal arguments difficult to follow, particularly those involving quantitative 

extrapolations from selected publications in the literature. We were also unable to 

check some of the key references cited in the rebuttal as the internet URLs provided 

in R25 didn’t function. 

 
f) Fish tissue histopathology investigation of the December 2008 silver perch deaths (i.e. 

Syndrome 4; p58 of R25) showed moderately heavy gill infestation by parasites 
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(dactylogyrus flukes) with significant changes to gill structure. These parasites were 

present in 4 of 6 fish examined. There was grey mater degeneration in the brain with rod 

shaped bacteria present in brain and spinal cord blood vessels (3 of 6 fish). Due to 

post‐mortem degenerative changes and autolysis in some fish subjected to 

histopathology it was suggested the bacteria invaded tissues after death of the animal. It 

was also rationalised that the gill flukes caused hyperplasia of the gills but this, by itself, 

was unlikely to be fatal. One fish had chronic eye damage and another chronic cardiac 

damage.  

 

In summarising the histopathology it was stated there was no viral infection, but data are 

were not provided in R25 and there is no discussion on the validity of this statement. 

PCR was used to detect the presence of virus but we note this assay is not absolute, for 

example in one study conventional PCR correctly identified only 84% of brain samples 

known to be infected with betanodavirus (Starkey et al. 2004). While the absence of 

histological evidence of retinopathy and encephalopathy is consistent with there not 

being a nodavirus infection, one wonders whether the number of samples evaluated 

were sufficient to categorically rule out a virus infection. 

 

We note level of scrutiny given to the ‘negative’ chemical analyses has not been applied 

to other ‘negative’ data.  

 
g) Dr Chong concluded the pathology lesions were indicative of a toxic insult; this was 

based on gill lamellar damage, red blood cell damage (haemolysis) and iron pigment in 

the liver, and hepatocyte odema (p60, R25). 

 

Peer reviews of the histopathology slides for Syndrome 4 (R25, pp75 – 81) have 

reached different conclusions than those of Dr Chong. They have determined post-

mortem degeneration (PMD) does not allow a diagnosis to be made. The two peer 

reviewers expressed concern regarding the presence of gill flukes that required 

immediate attention. The fish that had minimal PMD and positive staining for iron in the 

liver, had signs of chronic starvation and chronic heart damage that one of the peer 

reviewers considered was initiated by a bacterial infection and changes in pond water 

quality could have been sufficient to ultimately kill the fish.  

 

The overall conclusions of the peer reviewers was that PMD in most of the fish did not 

allow diagnosis, there was however an unusually high infestation of gill parasites which 
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would likely affect gill function. Water quality issues and bacterial infection could not be 

ruled out, and concern was expressed regarding the condition of the pond (i.e. it hadn’t 

been cleaned for a long time and there was probably a thick layer of decaying vegetable 

matter on the bottom). The one fish that did not have extensive PMD was assessed as 

having suffered from chronic starvation. Thus neither of the peer reviewers entertained 

the notion that pesticides were involved with the sudden fish deaths in this incident.  

 

We note that neither the Taskforce report nor the Scientific sub-committee report 

mentions the findings and opinions of the histopathology peer reviewers. Since both 

these reports substantially rely on the histopathology we consider it to be an oversight 

that the peer reviewers comments are not discussed. 

  

h) Analysis of water samples and normal fish returned results below the limit of reporting 

(LOR) for all pesticides. Tissues from affected fish contained measureable levels of 

DDT, DDD and DDE; all other pesticides, if present were less than LOR.   

 

The logic provided in R25 (p61) to back calculate DDT, DDD, DDE tissue concentrations 

to water concentrations, in order to demonstrate concentrations were well below the 

acute water toxicity level of DDT, is inappropriate as it uses a nominal bioaccumulation 

factor from dietary exposure, not a bioconcentration factor from water, it does not take 

into account portioning between water and organic carbon, does not take into account 

tissue lipid concentrations or time to equilibrium. Nevertheless we concur the tissue 

concentrations of DDT, DDD and DDE are unlikely to have had a role in the sudden 

deaths. 

 

i) Given the temporal association between cyfluthrin spraying and the fish deaths it was 

suspected in R25 this chemical was primarily responsible. The LOR for cyfluthrin was 

0.05 mg/kg in tissue and 0.03 μg/L in water but all samples gave results less than LOR. 

Tissue samples were therefore reanalysed at a LOR of 0.001 mg/kg, included were 

tissues from mosquito fish (no clinical signs), tadpoles (no clinical signs), pond sediment 

and fish feed from hatchery shed. These were all negative (<LOR) for cyfluthrin; the feed 

however had cypermethrin at 0.001 mg/kg.  

 
The negative residue data in a range of tissue and environmental samples strongly 

supports the notion that spray chemicals are not responsible for the fish deaths. We do 

note however the minutes of the Scientific sub-committee, “that failure to detect any 
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residue does not exonerate the chemical” (p119 of R25). Nevertheless, in our opinion 

the absence of positive analytical data from concerted efforts to demonstrate the 

chemical’s presence makes it quite unlikely it was involved with the fish deaths. As 

indicated earlier it is a scientific irrationality to attempt to prove a negative, i.e. there is no 

pesticide present.  Nonetheless, relative to concentrations known to cause effects in fish 

we consider the analytical detection limits were appropriate to demonstrate for intended 

risk assessment purposes the chemical was absent. 

 
j) From the presence of brown melanomacrophages [MMCs] in the spleen and liver of 2 of 

6 fish, one of which stained positive for iron, it was concluded by Dr Chong “there is red 

blood cell damage (haemolysis) and deposition of iron pigment in the liver” which may 

have been caused by toxicosis. We note however that the iron content of the pond water 

was about five times higher than normal and higher than the ANZECC standard for iron. 

An alternative explanation for the presence of iron in liver MMCs is its sequestration as a 

protective mechanism (Agius and Roberts 2003). A peer reviewer noted this animal was 

in a state of chronic starvation and catabolism, this condition may also contribute to 

haemosiderin uptake by MMCs (Agius and Roberts 2003).  

 
 

k) Epidemiological Causal Web: To implicate cyfluthrin spray drift as being a major factor, 

indeed casual, for sudden deaths of silver perch in December 2008 (Syndrome 4) an 

‘epidemiological causal web’ (ECW) hypothesis has been developed as part of the 

veterinary investigations. Central to the ECW is the notion that low concentrations of 

cyfluthrin decreased the ability of fish to cope with the stresses of increased water 

temperature, parasitic infection, increased metal concentration, and lowered dissolved 

oxygen. Essentially the ECW proposes cyfluthrin was the ‘straw that broke the camel’s 

back’. To implicate cyfluthrin the ECW relies heavily on quantitative extrapolations from 

selected publications in the literature to demonstrate very low concentrations of cyfluthrin 

can have sub-lethal effects in fish, which in concert with other stressors, resulted in fish 

deaths. 

 

It is well known that stressed fish have lower capability to cope with additional stress, 

and that a number of stress factors can act in combination to cause adverse health 

effects. However this is as far as we can agree with the ECW theoretical explanation for 

the sudden silver perch deaths in Syndrome 4. It is our opinion the pivotal quantitative 

aspects of the ECW have serious uncertainty, indeed flaws, that significantly undermine 

the role of cyfluthrin as a primary factor in the fish deaths. 
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The ECW relies heavily on the following assumptions (p132 of R25).  

A. “10% LC50 96H with potential to cause CTMax and CTMin changes in Bluegill 

sunfish of 0.087 – 0.15 μg/L cyfluthrin”. The reference cited for support of the use 

of 10% LC50 as causing a decrease in heat tolerance is Heath et al. (1994). 

 

B. “Swimming abnormality toxic effects at 0.7 – 5% of the LC50 values of 0.0006 – 

0.0075 μg/L.”  The reference cited for use of 0.7 – 5% LC50 for cyfluthrin 

induction of swimming abnormalities is Little and Finger (1990). 

 

C. “An extrapolated NOEC for cyfluthrin in Bluegill sunfish (silver perch surrogate) of 

0.00087 μg/L.” The reference used here is Oros and Werner (2005). 

 
 

These assumptions are central for the overall position that there can be significant 

toxicity at pesticide water concentrations at or below those predicted by the spray drift 

modelling. Our comments on the logic behind these assumptions show they are ill 

founded.  It is our opinion they should not be used as part of the ECW, or in any other 

way for assessing risks to fish.  

 

Comment on A: Heath et al. (1994) tested the effect of cyfluthrin on the ability of 2 day 

old fathead minnows to cope with water temperature rises. The affected silver perch in 

Syndrome 4 were adults weighing considerably more than the test animals of Heath et 

al. (1994). Heath et al. (1994) used cyfluthrin concentrations that were at a nominal LC10, 

not 10% of the LC50 as applied in the ECW calculations. The actual measured cyfluthrin 

concentration was 0.22 μg/L for the median decrease in CTmax (from 34.40C to 32.30C). 

One might suspect the younger, smaller fathead minnows may be more susceptible to 

the effects of cyfluthrin than the adult silver perch. Even if the data for 2 day old fathead 

minnows could be extrapolated to adult silver perch, the concentration for an adverse 

change in temperature tolerance is somewhat higher than that cited by Dr Chong (R25, 

p133) as being predicted by the AgDrift model, i.e. 0.22 μg/L vs 0.0006 ‐ 0.0082 μg/L 

respectively.  

 

It is therefore questionable whether the predicted modelled concentrations would have 

sub-lethal effects by compromising silver perch ability to cope with a water temperature 

increase as portrayed in the 1st veterinary report.  
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We also note that water temperatures in the pond were not measured but are inferred 

from ambient air temperatures recorded by others off-site during the heat waves 

before/during the fish kill period. As far as we have been able to ascertain there has not 

been a quantitative translation of the ambient air temperatures to a water temperature. 

However throughout the discussion of the ECW in R25 the ambient air temperatures are 

conversed interchangeably as if they were water temperatures. Nevertheless given the 

shallow depth of the ponds and insufficient water mass to prevent temperature increases 

(Taskforce report, p36) it is not unreasonable to assume water temperature increased 

during heat waves.   

 

Comment on B: The reference (Little and Finger 1990) cited for the argument that low 

concentrations of cyfluthrin could cause abnormal swimming contains no data for 

cyfluthrin or any other pyrethroid. The data in the citation is for metals, organochlorine 

pesticides and some OPs; it is inappropriate to extrapolate this information to a chemical 

class outside of the experimental data set.  

 

Furthermore Dr Chong has made a tenfold calculation error to get cyfluthrin 

concentrations assumed to affect swimming. Applying 0.7 – 5% of the LC50 from Little 

and Finger (1990) to the cyfluthrin LC50 range of 0.87 – 1.5 μg/L used by Dr Chong gives 

0.006 – 0.075 μg/L.  

 

Note these new calculations give concentrations higher than the 0.0006 ‐ 0.0082 μg/L 

range quoted by Dr Chong for the AgDrift modelling. Given the uncertainty with the 

extrapolation and the new calculated concentration range it is incorrect to suggest 

swimming abnormality toxic effects due to cyfluthrin are likely to occur at the 

concentrations predicted by the AgDrift modelling. 

 

Comment on C:  Dr Chong indicates that for pyrethroids the NOEC for sub-lethal effects 

is lower than the LC50 concentration. We agree that is likely, from basic toxicological 

principles and dose response this would be true for most chemicals. Because the no 

observed effect concentration (NOEC) for sub-lethal effects of cypermethrin were 1000x 

lower than the LC50 for bluegill sunfish (Oros and Werner 2005), Dr Chong argues the 

NOEC for cyfluthrin could be also be 1000x lower than lower than its 96 hr LC50 of 0.87 

µg/L in bluegill sunfish. It is then inappropriately rationalised the risk for cyfluthrin sub-

lethal toxicity to silver perch at the hatchery is significant because the predicted water 
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concentrations from the spray drift modelling are higher than the ‘calculated’ NOEC of 

0.00087 µg/L for sub-lethal effects.  

 

We note that in R25 and R37, the above cyfluthrin NOEC of 0.00087 µg/L for sub-lethal 

effects assumes an air of authenticity. This is misleading.  

 

In the absence of a scholarly discourse on the comparative effects of cypermethrin and 

cyfluthrin for different fish species, we consider the above logic to be potentially flawed. 

Not only are two different potency estimates for toxicity (NOEC and LC50) being 

compared for two different dose response end points (a sub-lethal effect and lethality) 

but the data used is for a different pyrethroid (cyfluthrin vs permethrin) and for different 

fish (Bluefin sunfish vs silver perch). There are too many variables in this extrapolation to 

make valid predictions for concentrations at which cyfluthrin may have sub-lethal effects. 

We note the LC50 of cyfluthrin to fish varies from 0.3 – 21 μg/L depending on the species 

(in report R16, dated May 2009).  

 
l) The 1st veterinary report (R25) has been critiqued by Dr Munro Mortimer (R47) with 

respect to testing of waters, sediments and fish tissues and related conclusions 

concerning potential toxic impacts of materials measured. We agree with many of the 

issues raised by Dr Munro and have not reiterated them in this commentary. The 

concerns raised by Dr Munro have been rebutted by Dr Chong (pp 107 -118).  Some of 

the rebuttals are points of clarification regarding technical aspects of sampling which is 

useful. Others however are convoluted and it is difficult to follow the logic thread, others 

do not address the issue raised. Overall we do not consider the rebuttals to Dr 

Mortimer’s concerns are sufficient to dismiss those concerns. 

 

m) With regards to Syndrome 4, the 1st veterinary report (R25) has the following diagnostic 

position statement: 

“The field and laboratory evidence are consistent with the silver perch succumbing to 

high temperature stress potentially associated with exposure to very low sublethal but 

toxic doses of betacyfluthrin. In combination with the gill flukes and heavy metals 

causing gill hyperplasia leading to reduced ability to exchange oxygen and the high 

temperatures decreasing the oxygen solubility of the pond, the fish eventually died from 

hypoxia. This chain of events highlights the risk of beta‐cyfluthrin exposure when 

combined with two high temperature spikes or prexisting gill pathology in the fish which 

resulted in a fish kill.”  
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It concludes 

“The available information from the veterinary investigation show that the silver perch 

have been exposed to a toxic level of beta‐cyfluthrin which was undetectable in the 

water samples or in fish tissue samples but yet significantly contributed to the eventual 

deaths of the fish.” 

 

It is our opinion the assumption by Dr Chong of low concentrations of cyfluthrin in pond 

water, unable to be detected, but nonetheless able to cause sub-lethal toxicity that 

rendered the fish susceptible to other stressors, is speculative. We do not consider 

cyfluthrin in pond water was a necessary trigger for causing the silver perch fish deaths 

in December 2008. We understand that in the absence of toxicological data for the 

species of interest extrapolation from other species is often undertaken; however in the 

ECW the quantitative extrapolation to implicate cyfluthrin has been stretched way 

beyond that which would be regarded as reasonable. The extrapolations have been 

made more tenuous by use of selected references, misinterpretation of information 

within them, and calculation errors.  

 

The report from the scientific sub-committee chairman indicates the general view of the 

committee “was the causal web theory is plausible but unsubstantiated”; to us this 

seems to be a contradiction in terms. As indicated above, the quantitative extrapolations 

from selected literature to implicate cyfluthrin as the obligatory initiator of the fish deaths 

is highly uncertain and in our opinion uncorroborated theory. The qualitative aspects of 

the ‘causal web’ are not in dispute, i.e. the notion that many stress factors, non-chemical 

and chemical, can have additive effects, particularly when some are singularly able to 

cause ill health in fish.  

 

We agree with the general conclusions in the Scientific sub-committee report regarding 

Syndrome 4, i.e. there is insufficient evidence to determine the cause of mortality. With 

respect to the ‘causal web’ theory we consider the taskforce report should be specific 

and forthright regarding spray drift chemical involvement; this aspect of the ‘casual web’, 

in relation to Syndrome 4 is speculative.  Despite intensive efforts, objective evidence for 

a role of cyfluthrin has not been found.  
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2.3 3rd Veterinary report (R26) 23/10/09: 
 

The 3rd veterinary report investigates the acute deaths of bass fry allegedly caused by 

methoxyfenozide, an insect growth regulator, in September 2009. The deaths occurred within 

two days after feeding Bass fry algae grown in an outside, uncovered tank. Approximately four 

days before feeding the algae to fry spraying of methoxyfenozide and urea had occurred on the 

neighbouring farm. Thus there was temporal association between the spraying and fry deaths. It 

is alleged methoxyfenozide in the algae tank water is the cause of fish fry deaths. 

 

Three water samples were taken;  

- one from a nearby outside tank had methoxyfenozide at 0.001µg/L,  

- the second from the plankton pond had neither methoxyfenozide (LOR 0.001µg/L) or 

urea (LOR 0.008 mg/L), and  

- the third from the Bass tank in which the fry died had no methoxyfenozide but urea at 

0.012 mg/L. 

- Water from the algal tank was not sampled. 

 

Note the LOR (0.001µg/L) for methoxyfenozide is markedly less than the LC50 (2,800 – 5,400 

µg/L) cited by Dr Chong in R26. 

 

Urea in the Bass tank was dismissed as a cause for the fry deaths because the acute toxicity 

risk ratio (ratio of concentration in tank water to acute LC50) “ranges from 0.0002 – 0.00000048. 

This represents a negligible risk to the bass fry exposed” (p13 of R26). Appropriately, urea is 

therefore not considered any further as a potential cause of the deaths. 

 

Using 2.8 – 5.4 mg/L as the LC50 for methoxyfenozide Dr Chong estimates the toxicity risk ratio 

for methoxyfenozide “ranges [from] 0.00000023 ‐ 0.00000036”, these risk ratios are lower than 

those for urea and also indicate negligible risk of toxicity (p14, R26). Nevertheless Dr Chong 

concludes the “effect in the bass fry points towards chemical toxicity with methoxifenozide” (1st 

paragraph, p3 & dot point ‘h’, p15) but adds a caveat its specific contribution should be further 

evaluated.   

 

We note the toxicity risk ratio calculated by Dr Chong does not account for the dilution that 

occurs between water in the algal tank and that in the Bass tank; 10 or 20L of algal water was 

on two occasions, approximately 36 hours apart, added to 4,000L of fry tank water, i.e. there 

was a minimum dilution of 1,000 times. Using the LC50 values cited in R26, the toxicity risk 
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ratios become even smaller1 than those calculated by Dr Chong, i.e. 1.8 x 1010 - 3.6 x 10-10. 

Thus if methoxyfenozide concentration in the water of the algal tank was the same as that of the 

nearby outside tank then the concentration in the water of the fish fry tank would be about 3 –5 

trillion times2 less than the LC50. Making it extremely unlikely methoxyfenozide was involved 

with the Bass fry deaths. The same conclusion was reached by Dr Mortimer in his critique of the 

veterinary reports (R47).  

 

Methoxyfenozide is incriminated by Dr Chong on the basis of: 

A. The histopathology in the fish fry being allegedly similar to the haematological effects 

induced by methoxyfenozide in dogs, and to lesser extent to the liver histopathology in 

rats (dot point ii, p14).  

B. The chemical could have been biomagnified by the algae and then by the fish fry to 

increase the toxicity risk ratio (dot point iii, p14). 

C. “The major residue of methoxyfenozide occurs in the liver of goats (JMPR, 2003) which 

produces the glucuronide conjugate of the A‐ring phenol, thus liver accummulation of the 

compound and the potential for hepatocellular change exists”, (dot point ii, p14). 

 

Comment on A: 

There is very high uncertainty associated with extrapolation of pathological effects in mammals 

to fish; indeed in our opinion it is unjustified. The following provides comments and information 

which illustrate selective use of scientific information to support, what we consider is a biased 

interpretation of the Bass fry pathology. 

 

1. For the pathological effects in dogs Dr Chong cites FAO (2003). The information in this 

reference has been selectively used in R26 to incriminate methoxyfenozide. The 

veterinary report fails to mention the adverse effects of methoxyfenozide in mammals 

only occur at very high, unrealistic dietary concentrations. FOA (2003) states “Short-term 

studies in rats, mice and dogs fed with diets containing methoxyfenozide showed that 

these animals tolerated high concentrations of methoxyfenozide, equivalent to about 

1000 mg/kg bw per day, with no marked adverse effects. Effects seen to varying 

degrees in all species were increased liver weight, hepatocyte hypertrophy and 

alterations in erythrocyte parameters consistent with a mild haemolytic effect, 

                                                
1 1.8 x 1010 = 0.00000000018 = (0.001µg/L ÷ [5400 µg/L ÷ 1000]) and  
  3.6 x 10-10 = 0.00000000036 = (0.001µg/L ÷ [2800 µg/L ÷ 1000].  
2 For the LC50 of 2.8 mg/L; 3 trillion is a rounded number from 2.8 x 109 = 2800 µg/L ÷ 0.001 µg/L ÷ 0.001 
and for 5.4 mg/L; 5 trillion is rounded from 5.4 x 109 = 5400 µg/L ÷ 0.001 µg/L ÷ 0.001. 
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accompanied by formation of methaemoglobin. Findings were not always consistent 

between studies in the same species”.  

 

Increased liver weight and hypertrophy is a common reaction to compounds that are 

extensively metabolised and fed to animals at high doses. This is an adaption, not an 

adverse toxicological effect, to increased xenobiotic metabolic load on the liver. FAO 

(2003) comments there evidence methoxyfenozide induces its own metabolism.  

 

Effects only at high dietary load:  

- Mice: In 2 or 13 week feeding studies the highest concentration in feed (7000 mg/kg, 

equivalent to a dose of ~ 1150 mg/kg bw/d) had no effect on haematological 

parameters but did induce increased liver weight.   

- Rats: 20,000 mg/kg in the diet for 2 weeks (~2,000 mg/kg bw/d) had no 

haematological effects but in 90 day feeding studies this level of exposure caused 

mild anaemia a diet concentration of 5,000 mg/kg, the next lowest concentration, had 

no effect.  

- Dogs: In a 2 week feed study treatment-related changes in erythrocyte cell 

parameters, indicative of haemolytic anaemia, were recorded for animals of each sex 

receiving methoxyfenozide in the diet at ≥3,500 mg/kg. No consistent effects were 

seen on haematological parameters during a 90-day study (top dose 5,000 mg/kg 

diet) there were also no substance-related gross or microscopic findings noted at 

necropsy of animals. In a 1 year study at food concentration ≥ 3,500 mg/kg there 

were treatment related effects indicative of haemolytic anaemia. The liver 

histopathological changes were consistent with this tissue’s normal response to 

haemolytic anaemia.  

 

Low potency for haemolytic effects: Even in dogs, the most sensitive species, the 

haemolytic effects were mild, were not associated with clinical symptoms and only 

occurred at very high diet concentrations. This is different from the tacit implication in the 

veterinary report that methoxyfenozide is a potent haemolytic agent.  

 

Using the information in FAO (2003), the 3rd veterinary report states there was a 30% 

decrease in erythrocyte counts in a dog study (dot point ii, p14) without mentioning the 

circumstances in which this occurred. In fact FAO (2003) reports this was in a 2 week 

study for female dogs at 15,000 and 30,000 mg/kg in the diet but there were minimal 
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changes in males. In addition FAO (2003) indicates the small group size in this study, 

only two animals per sex and dose, made the study difficult to interpret.   

 

In male and female dogs in a 90 day study there was no decrease in erythrocyte counts 

at the top dose of 5000 mg/kg diet. In males in a 1 year study there was a consistent 

decrease of ~15% in erythrocyte count at the top doses (30,000 mg/kg diet), in females 

in the 1 year study there was a 25% decrease compared to concurrent controls but the 

erythrocyte count in this group before dosing was initially 10% lower than the controls 

(FAO 2003).  

 

The very high dietary exposure, no clinical symptoms, and minimal change in 

erythrocyte count indicate methoxyfenozide is not a potent haemolytic agent.    

 

The fact that effects in experimental mammals were not consistent between studies and 

that there is different sensitivity between animals warns against extrapolation from dogs 

to fish.  

 

2. Figure 3 of R26 shows severe liver degeneration which the report acknowledges (dot 

point ii, p14) has minor concordance with liver effects observed in rodents. We therefore 

find it difficult to understand why Dr Chong invokes similarity between the histopathology 

in fish and rats to suggest the fish liver histology is cyfluthrin related (p14, R26). In fact, 

to us the fish liver histopathology is indicative of tissue autolysis.  

 

3. Figure 4 of R26 shows erythrocytes with loss of cytoplasm but apparently with intact cell 

membrane, this is not representative of haemolysis (erythrocyte rupturing) that occurs in 

experimental mammals at high doses of methoxyfenozide. We also note that Dr Landos 

considers the red blood cell effects may be an artefact of tissue processing (p43, R44). 

 
4. For histopathology “Weak and dead bass of 25 days post hatch. [were] Sampled on 

13.9.09 at 1700”.  (p7, R26). But on 13.9.09 at “0900 ‐ 75% mortalities of bass fry in tank 

1, 100% mortalities of bass fry in tank 2”, (p5, R26). The report does not indicate who 

sampled the fry and fixed them in formalin, and histopathology results do not indicate 

whether the slides are for dead or weak fry. We wonder whether the histology slides 

depicted in Figures 3 and 4 are from dead fry and the “degeneration” observed is 

influenced by post mortem autolysis.  
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5. We suggest the histopathology slides in this investigation be reviewed by an 

independent pathologist experienced with fish.  

 
 

Comments on B: 

This is patently misleading for methoxyfenozide. Dr Chong uses the analogy of DDT 

biomagnification (24,800x) from water to zooplankton to fish. This is likely to be a steady state 

biomagnification factor, we were unable to confirm this because the reference provided in R26 

lacked sufficient detail to source. The analogy is however irrelevant because methoxyfenozide 

has low bioaccumulation potential, this is acknowledged by Dr Chong when he provides a 

bioaccumulation factor of just 11 for methoxyfenozide (p15, R26).  

 

There is a tacit suggestion in R26 that there are accumulation differences for fry if exposure is 

dietary, i.e. from water to algae, to rotifer and then to fry, compared to exposure only by water. 

This ignores the fundamental fact that methoxyfenozide has very low potential for 

bioaccumulation and also the time required for any bioaccumulation or biomagnification to occur 

and reach steady state.  

 

Comment on C: 

The assumption the observation of a glucuronide metabolite in the liver of goats represents an 

accumulation mechanism in liver and therefore evidence for hepatocellular change of the type 

observed in the fry histopathology is wrong. Glucuronidation is a mechanism to render the 

molecule more water soluble and therefore more easily excreted in urine and/or bile. 

Glucuronidation generally detoxifies xenobiotics and is therefore considered a beneficial 

process, it is not a process associated with accumulation of chemicals in the liver (Parkinson 

2001). 

 

 

Overall comments on 3rd veterinary report: 
The 3rd veterinary report concludes the adverse effect in the bass fry points towards chemical 

toxicity with methoxyfenozide. This is despite acknowledgments the toxicity risk quotients are 

extremely low and the liver effects do not match the known mammalian toxicity. We do not 

condone extrapolation of mammalian toxicological information to fish. Selected, and which we 

consider biased, information has been used to mount a pathological argument the effects 

observed in the fry histopathology (Figures 3 & 4 of R26) are similar to haematological effects 

observed in dogs. Information regarding the exposures necessary to cause effects in dogs has 
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not been included, and there is no mention of the species variability in response nor the fact 

methoxyfenozide has only weak potential for causing haemolytic anaemia. We question 

whether the histology in Figure 4 is supportive of haemolysis and suggest independent 

evaluation of the histopathology slides should be done. The issue raised regarding possible 

biomagnification, and hence toxicologically relevant tissue concentrations may be attained, 

ignored the fact methoxyfenozide has low bioaccumulation potential. The suggestion a 

glucuronide metabolite in the liver of goats is evidence for potential to cause adverse liver 

effects is wrong.  

 

There is an apparent temporal concordance between pesticide spraying on the macadamia 

farm and the Bass fry deaths at the hatchery.  However there is no objective evidence to 

incriminate methoxyfenozide, indeed it quite the opposite, the available information suggests 

this chemical was very unlikely to have been the cause of the deaths.  

 

As previously discussed it is not possible to prove the negative and therefore exonerate 

involvement of spray chemicals. However it is our opinion the 3rd veterinary report is an example 

in which, despite the evidence, the author is biased towards implicating the involvement of 

spray chemicals. To do this Dr Chong has ignored analytical evidence, we believe over 

interpreted the pathology, inappropriately and biasedly extrapolated mammalian information, 

and incorrectly raised biomagnification and metabolite formation issues to support potential for 

adverse effects. 

 

The report from the chair of the Scientific sub-committee (pp 65 – 66) considers the case for 

methoxyfenozide involvement is quite weak, and we agree. However the report indicates the 

pathology supports a toxicological disorder and a hypothesis there could have been 

methoxyfenozide poisoning. As described above we do not agree with this position. The 

pathology described is not pathognomonic and there is an important question regarding the role 

of autolysis. We agree with the Scientific sub-committee that not all possible causes of death 

were investigated and that it is difficult to sustain an argument in favour of death through 

pesticide poisoning.  
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2.4 4th Veterinary report (R27) 11/02/10: 
 

Syndrome 7: Sudden loss of Golden Perch fry. 

 

The 4th veterinary report investigates the sudden loss of fry from one of the ponds at the 

hatchery. It is noted the fry disappeared in a time frame of approximately five days, dead fry 

were not found, it appears the animals had vanished. This veterinary report after describing the 

fish fry as having a parasitic infection of the skin, with no associated inflammation and no, or 

only minimal gill involvement concluded the fry deaths were the result of the parasitic infection. 

The source of the parasite was deduced to be the water from the farm dam used to supply 

water to tanks and ponds of the hatchery.  

 

It is hypothesised the fish were made more susceptible to the parasite by exposure to spray 

agrichemicals. We note there is a temporal association between spraying on the farm and the 

sudden death of fry. The primary data used to suggest agrichemicals were involved are gill 

pathology changes which Dr Chong says are not associated with parasite infection, minor 

changes in liver histology (degeneration), presence of eosiniphillic granules in hepatocytes 

(suggested to be vitellogenin and indicative of endocrine disruptor exposure, e.g. nonyl phenol) 

and changes in red blood cell morphology. The histopathology is said to be consistent with 

toxicant exposure.  

 

The only chemical detected in the pond with the fry was urea at a maximum concentration of 

0.011 mg/L which is about 7,000x less than the concentration of 80 mg/L quoted by Dr Chong 

as associated with gill pathology. The dam water, source of water for the pond with the fry, was 

not sampled. Carbendazim and nonyl phenol were detected at concentrations just above the 

LOR in a ‘block’ tank. To implicate these chemicals in the deaths (disappearance) of the fry Dr 

Chong hypothesises exposure could have been higher than what was measured due to 

chemical localisation in the water where spray droplets fell (‘hot spot’ theory) and/or due to a 

mixture effect.  

 

We have not interrogated the literature cited by Dr Chong to support his explanation for 

agrichemical involvement. However we note the very large margin of safety between the 

effective concentration of urea for gill effects and the concentration in the pond, even if the ‘hot 

spot’ theory is correct we do not think it likely this safety margin would be breached. With regard 

to a mixture of chemicals being responsible, we note the nominated chemicals have different 
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modes of toxicological action, from the residue analysis of water samples concentrations are 

likely to be much lower than no effect levels and hence a mixture effect is unlikely. The effects 

of endocrine disruption are biochemical, affecting steroid synthesis and sexuality; acute lethality 

is not associated with this mode of toxicity. 

 

We also note this incident occurred when wind monitoring was undertaken at the hatchery. An 

analysis of the wind data (R48) concluded there was negligible risk of spray drift. This seriously 

questions the proposal that agrichemicals were involved with these fry deaths. 

 

Report 44: Dr Landos (R44) relies on the pathology of Dr Chong for chemical involvement but 

he suggests an independent review of the pathology be done (p41,R44). Although it is admitted 

there is insufficient data for a definitive diagnosis in this case he presents several pages of 

argument which is intended to implicate chemical mixture toxicity. As with the rationale of Dr 

Chong there is little quantitative information provided to suggest such an effect could be 

operational at the hatchery, most of the information is anecdotal.  

 

Sub-committee report: The Scientific sub-committee report indicates there was general 

agreement amongst members that the parasite was the primary cause of death but there was 

disagreement regarding the possible contribution of chemicals. The Sub-committee report 

suggests “it is plausible for chemicals to be involved but there was no direct evidence”, the 

report goes on to say that if chemicals were involved it implies the literature published guideline 

concentrations are far higher than they should be, or different life stages are very vulnerable, or 

mixture effects may be significant. That is, the report echoes the theories put forward by Dr 

Chong (R27) and Dr Landos (R44). The sub-committee report concludes because the fish fry 

disappeared some other unexplored factor could have been responsible.  

 

Our opinion: The ‘plausibility’ for chemical involvement primarily rests with the interpretation of 

the histopathology, this should be independently reviewed to determine if indeed the lesions are 

characteristic of toxicant exposure.  

 

As for the theories for chemical involvement, they are only theories. In previous veterinary 

reports selected literature information was inappropriately used to justify the theoretical basis for 

chemical involvement, we have not evaluated the cited literature for vet report R27 nor in the 

report of Dr Landos (R44). As elsewhere in this commentary we consider an independent 

scholarly review of the scientific literature to provide a weight of evidence evaluation of these 

situation specific theories would provide an appropriate benchmark against which ‘plausibility’ 
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for chemical involvement could be gauged. For this incident, on the information provided to us, 

there is more evidence to dispute chemical involvement (i.e. very low and inconsistent residue 

concentrations, and wind direction analysis (R48) indicating negligible spray drift) than there is 

to support (i.e. temporal association with farm spraying). The weight of evidence available, 

albeit not definitive, indicates chemical involvement in this case was implausible.  

   

 

3. Report by Dr Landos (R44) 
 
Dr Landos indicates the residue testing at the hatchery is evidence of movement of pesticides 

from the macadamia farm onto the hatchery (p12, R44). However this is statement is a gross 

oversimplification of the data. Water residue testing, by and large, does not support the 

movement of pesticides onto the fish hatchery at concentrations which are likely to be 

toxicologically important. However on some occasions there have been very low levels of 

pesticide detected in water.  

 

As is the situation with the report from the chair of the scientific sub-committee, Dr Landos relies 

heavily on the pathology output from the veterinary reports of Dr Chong. In the executive 

summary (p13, R44) it is stated “Histopathological findings from each and every case were 

morphologically consistent with what could be expected, should mortality have occurred due to 

toxin exposure. Importantly the histopathological findings failed to identify an alternate cause of 

mortality”.  

 

In relation to this statement we note histology was not undertaken for all the events referred to 

in the Taskforce report and we dispute the histopathological findings are what would be 

expected with pesticide exposure (see detailed critique of R25 and R26 above). We have 

previously commented that the negative findings in relation to alternative causes of mortality 

have not been subjected to the same evaluation rigour as has the theory of pesticide exposure, 

also all potential causes have not been investigated. We therefore question how categorical one 

can be in forming an opinion regarding dismissal of alternative causes.   

 

There is also a mismatch between the above statement and the detailed discussion of the 

individual events (syndromes) in Dr Landos’ report. The text of Dr Landos’ report is 

characterised by an admission of data gaps and an inability to reach any definitive conclusions 

regarding causation. In this, there is commonality with other members of the Scientific sub-

committee who indicate there is insufficient evidence to incriminate pesticides from the 
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neighbouring macadamia farm as causing adverse health effects in fish at the hatchery (R43, 

R47, R48, R49).  Moreover, because of uncertainty with the pathology interpretation in a 

number of events, and its inadequacy for diagnosis, Dr Landos has called for a review of the 

pathology and the views of an independent specialist pathologist. In the single instance where 

independent pathologists assessed the histopathology they came to different conclusions than 

Dr Chong (see critique of R26 above).   

 

Examples were Dr Landos indicates inability to reach conclusions and suggests pathology 

reviews are:    

• In relation to Vet report 6 (R36, Syndrome 9, ‘Malformation, discoordination and acute 

death syndrome - 2 January 2010’):  

o p17: “insufficient material was available for histopathology”. However also on p17 

it is stated “No pathology was observed consistent with infectious causes of the 

malformations.(eg bacterial, fungal, viral or parasitic causes)”. One wonders how 

insufficient material could allow the second opinion to be formed. 

o p27: “There are insufficient data in this case alone to state that nonylphenol, or 

mixtures of the other chemicals were the cause of this incident” but due to lack of 

evidence to suggest other diagnosis Dr Landos concludes the case data is 

consistent with toxin, most likely agrichemical, involvement.  

• In relation to Vet report 5 (R35, Syndrome 8, Stunted growth syndrome in Australian 

Bass - 2009-2010.) 

o p28: Dr Landos considers the cardiovascular changes may be an artefact of 

euthanasia of the fish, erythrocyte changes an artefact of processing for 

histology, and the hepatic vacuolation not significantly different between groups. 

 

o p33:  It is concluded there is insufficient data to permit a definitive diagnosis and 

nonyl phenol concentrations in water were insufficient to lead to deleterious 

impacts.  

 

However despite the above, it was hypothesised that agrichemicals, particularly 

nonyl phenol, could be involved because exposure could be higher than 

measured concentrations (hot spot theory), there could be biomagnification 

through the food chain in the ponds, and Australian native fish species could be 

more sensitive. The concept of effects due to exposure of mixtures of chemicals 

is also invoked. Limited literature information, which we have not evaluated due 

to time constraints, has been cited to support these contentions. However we 
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note the literature for nonyl phenol and on mixture effects has not been well 

explored. Some of the studies cited are mammalian investigations and not fish. 

Overall the arguments are long on theory and short on data. 

 

On p34 Dr Landos calls for a peer review of the pathology. 

 

• In relation to Vet report 4 (R27, Syndrome 7, Golden Perch Loss Syndrome October-

November 2009). 

o In this event, many fish apparently just disappeared. A large parasitic burden on 

the skin of live fish larvae in the affected pond is observed and Dr Landos is 

uncertain if it alone was sufficient to cause loss of large proportion of larvae. 

According to Dr Landos there were severe liver lesions and abnormal gill tissue 

that could not be attributed to the parasite infection but were morphologically 

consistent with a toxic aetiology.  

o On page 41 he reports that he is precluded from reaching a definitive diagnosis 

based on the evidence available and calls for the interpretation of liver pathology 

by a toxicological veterinary pathologist (page 39, para 4).  

 

• In relation to Vet report 3 (R26, Syndrome 6, Bass Fry Kill Syndrome: September 2009). 

o At p43 Dr Landos, considers the liver changes to be the most compelling 

pathology observation but, in contrast to Dr Chong, the changes to the red blood 

cells may be an artefact of processing the tissue for histology. Dr Landos calls for 

an independent peer review by a veterinary toxicological pathologist. 

o Dr Landos considers the levels of detected urea and methoxyfenozide appear to 

be inadequate in their own right to be responsible for the lethal effects observed 

in the bass tanks (p44) but invokes notion of a mixture as partial contributor to 

the event.  

o After arguing case for involvement of nonyl phenol, and endocrine disruption in 

the deaths of Bass fry, it is acknowledged by Dr Landos there are key data gaps 

in the residue testing which do not permit a definitive diagnosis to be made (p45). 

   

• In relation to Vet report 2 (R34, Syndrome 5, Mullet Deformities Syndrome July 2009) 

o Dr Landos (p46) notes, in agreement with other commentators (R47), the total 

number of animals spawned is low, and hence inferences drawn from such small 

sample sizes about populations are inherently likely to contain more error. 
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o Dr Landos agrees mullet is recognised for high levels of variability in spawning 

performance and there are many variables which may be responsible for the 

event such as, the degree of maturation of fish, at the time of induction, the 

method of capture, handling and transport, and the conditions in the spawning 

tank. 

o It is concluded (p47) there is insufficient data available for a particular mode of 

causation.  

 

• In relation to Vet report 1 (R25, Syndrome 4, Sudden deaths of silver perch December 

2008 [reviewed in detail in Section 2.2). 

o Despite arguing a case for mixture toxicity, at p51 Dr Landos concludes there are 

several data gaps which inhibit a definitive diagnosis from being made in this 

incident. There are insufficient data to determine the definitive cause of mortality. 

  

• In relation to Vet report 1 (R25 [reviewed in detail in Section 2.2, Syndrome 3, 

Neurological convulsions in silver perch and golden perch in the hatchery and mass 

mortalities in hatchery).  

o Dr Landos notes (p51) there are insufficient data dating back to this case to 

determine the definitive cause of this mortality. But nonetheless agrees with the 

veterinary hypothesis that agrichemicals are highly likely to be a necessary 

cause involved in fish health events at Sunland Fish Hatchery. 

 

• In relation to Vet report 1 (R25, Two headed larvae from Noosa R Bass, and the Noosa 

R bass stocks). 

o Dr Landos points to significant data gaps (p55) and was unable to reach a 

conclusion. It was hypothesised the ‘Noosa River’ effects may be due to the 

mixture of chemicals but it is not known if the mixtures detected in the Noosa R 

would have been sufficient to elicit the effect on reproduction observed. It was 

also acknowledged, but considered unlikely, that exposure to a toxin took place 

at the hatchery. 

 

Overview of R44: 

Throughout Dr Landos’ report (R44) there are numerous places in which there is agreement 

with other reports/comments (e.g. R47, R43, R48, R49) that have questioned the conclusions of 

the veterinary reports (R 25 – 27, R34 – 37) that fish health events at the hatchery are more 

likely than not to have been caused by agrichemicals from the neighbouring macadamia farm. 
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The points of agreement lie in acknowledgement that there is insufficient evidence to make 

causal conclusions. 

 

We also note the many occasions in which Dr Landos has suggested an independent review of 

the pathology and its interpretation. There are instances in which Dr Landos has disagreed with 

the interpretation placed on the pathology by Dr Chong.  

 

Despite there not being sufficient evidence for assigning causation, the report of Dr Landos 

supports the various theories put forward in the veterinary reports for implicating spray drift 

chemicals as a necessary cause for events at the hatchery.     

 
 

4. Comments on Taskforce report 

4.1 General remarks 
 

The reports from the chair of the Taskforce and chair of the Scientific sub-committee are lucidly 

written and well reflect the various investigations and findings. They also capture the committee 

members differing viewpoints on data interpretation.    

 

As might be expected when summarising a series of incidents that have particular commonality 

but are largely different from each other, that have been subject to investigations of varying 

intensity, and from which a large body of evidence has been gathered, choices need to be 

made in regards to what specific pieces of information should be reported in greater detail than 

others. Our comments below are not so much criticisms of the reports but rather areas of 

clarification and expansion that we believe will enable a reader to formulate their own opinion 

regarding the issue of causation for events at the hatchery. 

 

The first term of reference of the taskforce is to investigate the potential causes of fish deaths 

and larval deformities at the Sunland Fish Hatchery from January 2006 with particular reference 

to: 

• appropriate aquaculture husbandry practices at Sunland Fish Hatchery 

• potential chemical contamination of ponds from agricultural practices 

• other possible causes. 

 
We consider the first dot point has not been addressed to any extent in either the Taskforce 

report or the report from the chair of the Scientific sub-committee. We recognise that a primary 
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effort of the Taskforce was to investigate whether macadamian farm chemicals were the cause 

of the incidents at the hatchery. Nevertheless the Taskforce report states “investigations 

attempted to address all possible causes” (i.e. the third dot point above), however in our opinion 

potential causes alternative to farm chemicals have not been received equal weighting in the 

presentation of the report. Other possible causes seem to have been overshadowed by the 

focus on agrichemicals and the spray drift hypothesis, and largely neglected in the report.  

 
In writing this commentary we are aware and acknowledge it is very difficult to investigate 

events of the nature at the hatchery that occurred in the past. However we note that incidences 

that occurred during the tenure of the Taskforce have been subject to more detailed veterinary 

and ecotoxicological investigations than earlier incidences. We consider it appropriate that the 

discussion and conclusions in the Taskforce report be weighted towards these data. If this is 

done it becomes apparent to us that the hypotheses for a role of chemicals, originating from the 

farm, in the incidences is tenuous. This is acknowledged in the Taskforce report (p6) by the 

comment; “It is argued [by some members of the sub-committee] that the more data that has 

been collected from monitoring programs the less evidence there is of exposure to chemicals”.  

However in our opinion the tone and language of the report does not appropriately reflect this 

weighting of evidence.  The report appears biased towards implicating chemicals from the farm 

as being causative while at the same time indicating there is no evidence for a role of chemicals 

in the incidents.  This slant may have been influenced by the perceived need to include all views 

within the committee, particularly those in the veterinary reports which to us appear to have an 

agenda for supporting a hypothesis for chemical spray involvement.  

 

Page 4 of the Taskforce report and throughout the Scientific sub-committee report it is recorded 

there was “considerable disagreement amongst members of the Scientific sub-committee”. By 

and large the nature of the disagreements is not documented. It appears the majority of the sub-

committee disagreed with the data interpretation by the two veterinarians and their conclusions 

that agricultural chemicals were the primary and necessary cause of problems at the hatchery. 

The disagreement revolves around the use of limited or no data implicating chemicals, the 

creation of various theories to explain why chemicals could be causal even though the objective 

residue data was not indicating such, the lack of vigorous investigation of other potential 

causes, and the dismissal of alternative causes without the data to do so.  

 

While disagreement between Taskforce members is noted in the reports, there is little 

documentation of attempts to find common ground.  There is however a reasonable amount of 

agreement between the opposing viewpoints. For example, if one looks at the report of Dr 
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Landos (R44), in the conclusions relating to most of the events it is acknowledged that the 

evidence to implicate agrichemicals is poor, incomplete or lacking. In addition, for many events 

he calls for a review of the key pathological data which has been interpreted by the investigating 

pathologist as being ‘consistent with’ toxicant exposure. In our opinion this tempers the case for 

incriminating chemicals from spray drift and provides common ground for the taskforce report. 

 

From the reports we have read, we consider it is acknowledged by the majority of Taskforce 

members that whilst evidence is insufficient to incriminate pesticides as a cause in the individual 

incidents, the collective available is suggestive of possible involvement of chemicals. Excluding 

offspring issues with Noosa River fish spawned at the hatchery, this data is primarily the 

apparent temporal association between chemical farm spraying and events at the hatchery. 

There also appears to be tacit agreement amongst Taskforce members that hatchery events 

may be multifactorial. Factors other than chemical spray drift that may play a role in the events 

at the hatchery are fish diseases, water quality, past pesticide and non-pesticide environmental 

contaminants and possibly hatchery management practice. There is also general agreement 

that there is need for further investigation as set out in the recommendations of the Taskforce. 

 

We have noted that many of the theories put forward by proponents for ‘chemical causation’ are 

not well formulated, but nor have they been rigorously evaluated for likelihood. These 

hypotheses include the possibility of the effects occurring at concentrations significantly less 

than published values, increased sensitivity of Australian native fish and/or life stage, chemicals 

rendering fish susceptible in a causal web environment, mixture toxicity, and involvement of 

endocrine disruption. In detailed critiques of some of the veterinary reports we have identified 

selective use, and misuse of literature information by the proponents. Conversely we consider 

the Taskforce has not had adequate information put before them in the form of scholarly 

independent reviews of the scientific literature that evaluate the proposed ideas, to either accept 

or reject their feasibility. In the absence of such information, which should be tailored to the 

circumstances at the hatchery, we believe it has been difficult for the Taskforce to find common 

ground. Thus the Taskforce report has implicitly accepted the plausibility of agrichemical 

involvement without satisfactorily indicating why that should be so when the evidence from 

residue analytical data indicates otherwise. We reiterate that the disagreement between 

Taskforce members appears to us not to be whether chemicals are casual, yes or no; but rather 

the debate is one side strongly advocating agrichemicals are necessarily causative. The other 

side of the debate indicates it is not possible to state causation but takes the view the weight of 

objective evidence is not supportive of agrichemicals being involved.     
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The issue of scholarly substantiation of various hypotheses is expanded in other parts of this 

commentary. It should be noted we have not been able to adequately evaluate all of the various 

hypotheses offered. Some of the ideas in the hypotheses may provide reasonable grounds for 

implicating chemical drift from the macadamia farm, however on the information provided to us 

and the descriptions in the veterinary reports, we do not find the arguments compelling. In fact, 

where we have been able to evaluate a hypothesis (e.g. the causal web) we have been unable 

to support a central and necessary role for agrichemicals for fish events at the hatchery.     

 

The following are examples where the text of the Taskforce report appears not to objectively 

reflect the gathered information:   

• At page 5: Incident 3, “…it is clear that the fish were exposed to a neurotoxic agent or 

agents”. A remedial behavioural response to atropine indicates the adverse behaviour 

was associated with a functional neurological abnormality, the response per se does not 

inform on the specific nature or cause of the abnormality. It is assumed that 

organophosphates and/or carbamates compounds may have played a part in the 

abnormal swimming behaviour. As noted in the veterinary report (R25) these 

compounds are not the only compounds that may cause effects that are responsive to 

atropine treatment.   

 

• At page 6: “The lack of evidence does not rule out the possibility that these events could 

be caused or influenced by chemicals (including chemicals from other sources) but does 

indicate that the conventional investigation techniques employed were not able to 

identify the definitive causal agent”. This statement tacitly implies chemicals are the 

likely cause but it just wasn’t able to be proven. We disagree with that conventional 

investigation techniques were not able to assist with identifying causation. The analytical 

chemical sensitivity in latter investigations was in our opinion sufficient to demonstrate 

that if chemicals were a likely cause they would have been measurable in the various 

water samples obtained. Where chemicals were measureable they were markedly below 

concentrations required to induce the observed effects.  

 

4.2 Spray drift modelling 
 

The outcome of the spray drift modelling has been important in recommending risk mitigation 

procedures for both the macadamia farm to prevent spray drift to the hatchery, and for the 

hatchery should spray drift inadvertently occur. The modelling also features in some reports 
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(e.g. R25) to potentially implicate pesticides used at the macadamia farm as the cause the 

events at the hatchery. 

 

There is a brief description of the spray drift modelling in the Taskforce report and a referral to 

the modelling report (R32), however we suggest the modelling be described in more detail. 

More attention should be given to the conservatism in the modelling, how well parameter values 

used in modelling reflect actuality, how risk quotients were calculated, and how exceedences of 

the adopted criteria for ‘concern’ should be interpreted with respect to certainty of effects on 

fish.  We consider it important that the conservatism and uncertainties inherent in the model and 

its application be adequately and objectively described in the Taskforce report. How ‘worst case’ 

is the modelling relative to practices at the farm? 

 

Despite the conservatism, that is erring on the side of over-, rather than under-estimation of 

water concentrations the spray drift modelling generally predicts low concentrations of 

pesticides from spray drift in pond water and low acute risks to fish.  

 

The modelling report R32 found exceedances of the acute risk quotients were almost all 

attributed to methidathion. However the Taskforce report (p31) indicates this chemical has 

never been used by the current owner of the macadamia farm. This is contrary to the 

information provided at p29 of the report, the veterinary reports (e.g. R25 at Table 1) and the 

report (R42) chronologically listing the data gathered during the investigation. The latter 

indicates methidathion was used at the macadamia farm in October and November 2006 and in 

2007. It therefore appears the Taskforce report may in error with the statement that this 

chemical has never been used at the farm.  

 

4.3 Water measurements  
 

For the ‘Noosa River’ syndrome the Taskforce report contains a transparent presentation of 

chemical concentrations measured in the river which are discussed relative to the ANZECC 

aquatic environmental guidelines used to judge the impact, or rather lack of impact, of the 

measured levels. This transparency and subsequent lucid discussion in the Taskforce report 

enables the reader to reach the same conclusion as the Taskforce. That is, chemicals in the 

river were very unlikely to be implicated with fish health issues at the hatchery when Noosa 

River fish were used as brood stock, and the Noosa River is in good health. 
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Unfortunately the same clarity for the results of water testing for chemicals at the hatchery is not 

in the Taskforce report.  In our opinion it would greatly enhance the transparency and readability 

of the Taskforce report if the numerical results for hatchery water testing and the toxicity values 

for sub-lethal and lethal effects (see below) were included in the report. Since nearly all results 

were less than or close to the limit of reporting (LOR) the latter should also be included. Ideally 

this information would be in table format for each of the hatchery ponds/tanks. We realise the 

creation of such a summary table may a challenge given the variable water sources tested and 

the variable limit of reporting, nevertheless we consider it an important element of the 

investigations which should be more prominent in the report. 

 

 

4.4 Operational procedures at farm and hatchery 
 

Taskforce report contains a section (p29) in which chemicals used at the farm and hatchery are 

briefly described. The report notes that chemicals at the farm were used legally and that the 

farm is operating under industry best practice guidelines; presumably when compared to 

documents R1 – R5. However there is no comment as to whether the procedures at the farm 

were reasonable and acceptable with respect to the hatchery.  Wind analysis of spray drift 

modelling coupled with results of hatchery water testing (R48) would suggest procedures are 

equitable for the hatchery providing there is adherence to the recommendations for minimising 

spray drift.   

 

Documents R6 – R8 relate to fish hatcheries and practice however the Taskforce report makes 

no comment regarding the usual operational/husbandry procedures used by the Sunland fish 

hatchery. In particular how the hatchery compares to similar contemporary facilities. In relation 

to the hatchery operational procedures, the 1st veterinary report (R25, October 2009) at Table 7 

(p36) contains the results of the hatchery inspection by DEEDI veterinary officer Dr Chong. The 

information appears to have been primarily based on an interview with the hatchery owner. To 

us that report does not appear objective as there are many comments which assign causation 

for the adverse fish events to chemical spraying. 

 

The inspection noted deficiencies in record keeping with respect to use of chemicals and 

biosecurity measures, mainly with quarantine of new fish and disinfection protocols. Overall the 

report R25 considered biosecurity risk of the hatchery operations to be medium, but that it was 

an experienced operation with infrastructure facilities about average for small hatchery 

operations. The fact that procedures for increasing biosecurity at the hatchery has resulted in 
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beneficial outcomes (R37, p5) is not evidence per se that chemicals from the adjacent farm 

were responsible, or even involved, in causing the incidents. As indicated in the Taskforce 

report, the delivered outcome could also have been the result enhanced operational procedural 

awareness at the hatchery.     

 

It is stated the existing pond management was unlikely to pose a fish health problem given the 

low stocking densities employed for the ponds. However there are a number of pieces of 

information in various reports that imply pond management was not best practice. 

o The report on chemical use at the hatchery (R22, September 2009) mentions horses are 

kept at the hatchery, they have access to the ponds and are trained to enter the ponds 

to control weeds. One of the peer reviewers of the histopathology slides from the 

investigation of silver perch sudden deaths in December 2008 (Syndrome 4) has 

suggested bacteria observed in fish organs may have originated in livestock entering the 

ponds, or from run off transporting bacteria from faeces or urine (R25, p81).  

o The Taskforce report (p36) indicates two of the hatchery’s ponds were very shallow 

(from R42) and that there was insufficient water mass to prevent atmospheric conditions 

having a large impact on the ponds. 

o The hatchery assessment report results in the 1st veterinary report (at Table 7, p36 of 

R22) indicates the hatchery aspires to keep ponds at 200C for Yellowbelly and 250C for 

silver perch. There is no mention how this is achieved.  

o The hatchery assessment report results indicate pH and dissolved oxygen testing was 

undertaken in the early days but these were discontinued. 

o Water in the ponds is not circulated or discharged but gets topped up if required. 

o Ponds are fertilised with urea, superphosphate and sulphate of ammonia. We note this 

hatchery practice, and the chemicals themselves, have not been investigated with 

respect to fish health. Of particular concern is the potential presence of toxic impurities 

which may be present in these fertilisers, and indeed in other ‘commodity’ chemicals 

used at the hatchery.  

o In addition to chorionic gonadotrophin and an analogue of Luteinising Hormone 

Releasing Hormone, a herbal extract is used at the hatchery for spawning induction 

when it is available. There is no further comment on this practice, or what the herbal 

extract contains, in the veterinary reports. 

o The plankton pond was not suitable for rearing fish due to the potential for high pH 

during daylight and insufficient oxygen at night when algae stop photosynthesising but 

continue to consume oxygen (Taskforce report p36).  
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o Photographs of the fish breeding ponds in report R44 (pp 68 -69) are suggestive that 

conditions in the ponds were less than ideal and may not meet contemporary standards 

for a fish hatchery. It is of course difficult to make a judgement from photographs that 

have been reproduced in a report.  

o One of the peer histopatholgy peer reviewers for Syndrome 4 mentions the pond was 

quite old, not having been cleaned and dried for many years, and so one would assume 

there was a thick layer of organic matter on the pond bottom.   

 

Given the above we consider it germane in the Taskforce report to include commentary, and 

appraisal, of the operational practices and procedures at both the macadamia farm and 

hatchery relative to best practice guidance documents and industry peer operations.  

 

It is mentioned in the Taskforce report that fish hatcheries with a neighbouring agricultural 

activities, including a macadamia farm do not report the same problems. The Taskforce report 

indicates there are some differences between the Sunland hatchery and others, however these 

differences are not detailed. In our opinion it would help if the important differences were 

included in the Taskforce, perhaps as a footnote in the report.   

 

 

4.5 Chemicals at the farm and hatchery 
 

Much effort has been given to trying to detect the macadamia farm chemicals in hatchery water 

and in ill/dead fish. Almost all the investigations have failed to detect such chemicals, in 

instances where they have been described to be present it has been at very low concentrations, 

at or about the limit of reporting (e.g. R26).  

 

4.6 Fish pathology 
 

The interpretation of the fish pathology is critical for the conclusions from the Chair of the 

Scientific sub-committee. In the general conclusions of that report it is stated that the only firm 

evidence for implicating chemical toxins are the pathology reports. In our opinion the pathology 

described is not pathognomonic, the lesions are not signatory for any given toxin, but rather are 

more likely representative of non-specific tissue responses that may occur to a number of 

different agents or circumstances. We are also concerned about the part autolysis may have 

played in the tissue changes.   
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We strongly recommend the pathology slides be evaluated by an independent, suitably qualified 

pathologist (i.e. someone experienced with piscatorial pathology) with respect to the following 

questions. 

1. Has autolysis compromised interpretation of potential causation for the pathology? 
 

2. Is the pathology predictive of chemical insult, or could it represent non-specific tissue 

response to a range of agents and/or adverse circumstances? 

3. Is the pathology change signatory for a specific chemical(s)? 

If our concerns regarding the pathology interpretations are validated by independent pathology 

reviews the Taskforce report should acknowledge the discrepancies. We have already pointed 

out in the detailed review of the 1st veterinary report (R25, see Section 2.2) the independent 

reviewers came to different pathology diagnosis than that of Dr Chong in R25 and did not 

implicit chemicals as potential causation. We also note that Dr Landos (R44) considers the 

erythrocyte changes may be artefact associated with tissue processing. 

 

We consider comment should be made in the Taskforce report regarding peer review of the 

pathology for Incident 4 in R25 and that other pathology results have not been subject to peer 

review.   

 

4.7 Hot spot theory 
 

While it is known there is can be a layering effect of chemicals in still dam water, we consider 

the ‘hot spot’ theory as invoked by Dr Chong to explain why non-detect chemicals, or 

concentrations many orders of magnitude below adverse effect levels may cause effects to be 

speculation. It is not supported in his report by published experimental evidence. Given the 

manner by which fish are exposed to water borne chemicals (i.e. via absorption through gills, 

skin, or digestion from diet) we consider it to be unlikely. We agree with the broad description 

for Incident 7 (p6) as reflecting the data interpretation by the majority of the committee, i.e. that 

a parasite was the cause of death.  However, we disagree with the current wording suggesting 

that is was plausible for chemicals to have contributed to the deaths. In our opinion the current 

wording of “While it is plausible that agricultural chemicals could contribute to a mass mortality 

in this situation there was no evidence of agricultural chemicals in the affected pond. There is 

also insufficient data to support the “hot spot theory” which promotes the concept of higher 

exposure to chemicals in a pond at the localised point where spray drift droplets enter the 

water” should be changed to something like: 
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‘There was no evidence that chemicals were involved in this incidence. Chemicals were 

not detected in the water at suitable detection limits that were at least an order of 

magnitude less than concentrations documented to cause fish deaths. There is also 

insufficient evidence to support the speculative ‘hot spot’ theory.’ 

 

4.8 Toxicological information 
 

We note detailed information on fish toxicity reference values for the chemicals potentially 

implicated in events at the hatchery is included in the package of information at R16. However 

there is not included a review of the signs and symptoms of toxicity, and pathological effects of 

the chemicals on fish. The inclusion of this information, together with the range of toxicity values 

for different fish species and water measurement data as indicated above, would facilitate 

readers’ ability to independently judge the potential impact of the hatchery water measurements 

and the adequacy of the LOR, and the pathology reported in the veterinary reports. 

  

We note however timing may dictate it is not possible for such a review to be undertaken and be 

incorporated into the Taskforce report. We consider it should be acknowledged in the Taskforce 

report a review of the literature information submitted to it in various reports had not been 

undertaken, and it was therefore not possible to readily judge whether the information provided 

was accurate, and that the literature information in various reports was taken ‘on face value’.  

 

In detailed critiques of some of the reports relied on by the Scientific sub-committee we have 

identified supporting literature information for the various theoretical tenants for chemical 

induced toxicity was selective, and in some cases inappropriate or inaccurate. Since a detailed 

systematic appraisal of the information was not undertaken, it is our conclusion the Taskforce 

may have been misled, but not maliciously so.   

 

As we have noted from the citations used in Dr Chong’s veterinary reports it would have been 

desirable to have undertaken an independent holistic literature review for each of the chemicals 

with the view to identifying concentrations associated with various effects, time frames of 

exposure required for effects, and associated pathology. This would provide the reference 

framework for interpreting residue levels and histopathology. Instead it has been left to 

individual members of the scientific committee to find and cite the literature information to 

support a particular viewpoint. 
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A similar situation exists for the ‘mixture theory’ put forward to account for chemical effects 

when concentrations of chemicals are below toxicity criteria. The proponents of this theory 

(R27, R37, R44) do not provide a good basis for its support and it appears to us there is only 

superficial understanding by the proponents of mixture toxicity theory as it may pertain to the 

circumstances at the hatchery. Toxicological interactions, most commonly additive effects, 

between chemicals is only expected when one or more of the mixture components are at or 

about their toxicological threshold concentration and their toxicological mode of action is similar. 

It is however common in risk assessments to conservatively assume that chemicals having a 

primary action on the same tissue may have additive effects when the mode of action is 

unknown. We suggest a scholarly review of mixture toxicity for fish, tailored to the hatchery 

situation, would be very useful for judging the validity of the claim that mixture toxicity may have 

played a role in hatchery events. Although we strongly suspect mixture toxicity is not operational 

in these events the idea has not been appropriately explored for the hatchery setting. One 

reason that it appears to us the mixture idea may not be valid, apart from the low concentrations 

of chemicals, is that it seems no more than a few of the putative agrichemicals could have been 

present at any one time.      

 

4.9 Nonyl phenol? 
 

Many of the veterinary reports and the report of Dr Landos (R44) attempt to implicate nonyl 

phenol (NP) as a fish tissue toxicant and endocrine disruptor to explain some of the fish events 

at the hatchery. It is also cited as contributing to potential mixture toxicity. The surfactants used 

in conjunction with agrichemical spaying are various nonyl phenol ethoxylates (NPEs). The 

chemical residue analyses data gathered during some of the incident investigations provide 

concentrations of NP; for all the reports we have evaluated in this commentary it is unclear 

whether the residue analyses have measured NPEs and reported the results as NP, or if it is 

only NP that has been measured.  

 

From years of extensive use of NPE surfactants in a range of commercial and consumer 

products, including industrial and domestic detergents and cleaning agents and as additives to 

plastics, NP is ubiquitous in the environment at low concentrations. For example many 

European and Canadian surface waters contain NP at concentrations higher than those 

detected in hatchery waters (ECB 2002, EC 2002). We also note the hatchery uses detergents 

to clean equipment and this has not been explored as a potential source of the measured NP. 

We anticipate most modern domestic household detergents would not contain NPEs.  
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The ubiquity of NP in the environment and consumer articles is exemplified by ‘blank’ filter 

paper containing NP. The lack of control samples in many of the fish event investigations further 

complicates interpretation of any positive measurements in hatchery water. Similarly bisphenol 

A (BPA) has been found in some water samples at the hatchery, as far we have been able to 

ascertain this chemical is not used agrichemical formulations, it is however used as an additive 

in plastic and expoxy resin manufacture, and it is well known to leach out of various plastics, of 

which there are many in the hatchery. It is also not explicitly stated in the investigation protocols 

or discussion of results that plastic equipment was not used in obtaining water samples from the 

hatchery.  

 

Assuming it is NP that has been measured in the residue analyses, due to wide spread 

environmental contamination with NP there is a question regarding whether the source of the 

measured ‘nonyl phenol’ residues is from spray activities at the macadamia farm. In the 

veterinary reports, and that of Dr Landos, it is implicit the measured NP at the hatchery is the 

result of farm spray activity. As discussed above the farm uses NPEs as an additive for the 

pesticide spraying it does and not NP. The Scientific sub-committee report, apart from 

dismissing the ‘filter paper’ measurement, has not discussed uncertainties inherent in the 

assumption that NP in hatchery water is due to macadamia farm spray activity.  

 

As might be expected there are differences in ecotoxicity and environmental behaviour between 

NPEs and NP.  The lowest acute (96-hour) LC50 for NP reported from a fully valid study is 0.128 

mg/L for the freshwater species fathead minnow. In embryos from this species a long-term 

study gave a 33-day LOEL survival of 0.014 mg/L and a 33-day NOEL survival of 0.0074 mg/L; 

these are the lowest reliable values for NP according to the European Risk Assessment Report 

(ECB 2002).  

 

The NPEs have significantly lower acute toxicity to fish than does NP; the lowest acute LC50 

found for NPE was 1.3 mg/L (R16). Even though it is clear in report R16 this value is for NPEs, 

we note it has been applied by Dr Chong (R27) to NP residue data. The wetting product used 

by the macadamia farm (Shirwet) is a NP exthoxylate condensate, i.e. a mixture of NPEs. In the 

material safety data sheet (MSDS) for Shirwet, the LC50 for the concentrated product to rainbow 

trout is given as 4.7 mg/L (CC 2010).    

 

Environment Canada (2002) has an environmental quality guideline for NP and its ethoxylates 

of 1 µg/L for protection of all aquatic organisms which is expressed as NP toxic equivalent units. 

The numerical value of the guideline was derived by applying a 10 fold safety factor to the 
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chronic NOEL for adverse effects on fish growth. The conservative toxicity equivalent factors 

(TEF) recommended by Environment Canada are 1.0 for NP, 0.5 for NPnEO(1≤n≤8), 0.005 for  

NPnEO(n≥9), the measured concentration of NP or NPEs are multiplied by the TEF to yield the 

value for comparison with the freshwater guideline.    

 

According to Environment Canada (EC 2002) parent NPEs do not appear to be persistent in 

natural waters but some breakdown products (NP, NP1EO, NP2EO) may be moderately 

persistent. Aerial spray of NP to an experimental forest plot with a stream showed a half-life in 

water of 2.5 hours and no NP detected after 5 days. In a mesocosm study the mean time for 

dissipation of NP from the water column was 0.74 days. Apart from bacterial degradation, NP 

and NPEs may be degraded by photolysis; if NP was continuously exposed to noon day sun 

(northern hemisphere summer) NP in the water surface layers would have a half-life of 10 – 15 

hours, at a depth of 20 – 25 cm photolysis is 1.5 times slower (EC 2002). This information has 

implications for the ‘hot spot’ theory put forward by Dr Chong for NP in R27. In contrast, in 

controlled experimental studies hydrolysis and photolysis are negligible removal processes for 

NP in the aquatic environment (ECB 2002).   

 

The Taskforce had at hand a report (R16) which provided concentrations for acute lethality and 

a chronic NOEC for fish that could be used in risk assessment. However the review that was 

undertaken to source such concentrations was comparatively narrow with regard to the 

information sources it accessed and effects described. It contained relatively little information 

regarding pertinent to the circumstances at the hatchery or the investigations undertaken. This 

may be because the author had not been given scope to undertake such a review. The 

information provided in this section for NP and NPEs is not comprehensive, nevertheless it 

serves to illustrate there is information in the scientific literature, other than lethality data, that is 

pertinent for interpretation of the investigations of events at the hatchery. 

 

R44 uses literature information for nonyl phenol to build a hypothesis that this substance may 

be responsible for growth retardation (Sydrome 8) and via an endocrine disruption mechanism 

cause deformities in fish larvae (Sydrome 9). We have not accessed and reviewed the scientific 

papers cited in R44, however we note from the titles that some are mammalian studies and 

hence there is extrapolation to fish.  
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4.10 Noosa River Syndromes  
 

These ‘syndromes’ relate to two incidences in which adult Australian bass (July 2008) and 

mullet (July 2009) from the Noosa River were used as brood stock by the hatchery. In both 

instances there were reduced or  

  

Veterinary report 2 (R34) describes the incidence at the hatchery where no live or viable 

hatched fry were produced from eggs derived from mullet caught in the Noosa river, but eggs 

from fish called ‘traveling mullet’ produced live and viable hatched fry. The difference between 

the fish was that one had spent the majority of its life in the river while the other had not. 

Embryos from the so called river mullet were considered to have a higher percentage of 

deformities compared with the ‘traveling mullet’ but these were not statically different. This is not 

surprising since only two fish from each group were evaluated and there was large variability in 

deformities in each group.  

 

The descriptions of the issues and investigations undertaken to address the ‘Noosa River’ 

syndromes are well done by the Taskforce report and Scientific sub-committee report. A 

sensible set of conclusions has been reached that in our opinion are supported by the 

information gathered. 

 

 

5. Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
 
With respect to the terms of reference for this commentary: 
 

1. Can a single conclusion be reached? 
 
The difference in approach to the different investigations, i.e. the so called veterinary 

and scientific investigations, is acknowledged. The veterinary investigations of Drs 

Chong and Landos were undertaken to probe problems experienced by a primary 

producer, they had an outcome aim of developing practical approaches to mitigate the 

problems as soon as possible. Under these circumstances not all the information 

required and necessary to pinpoint causation is likely to be available, and indeed is 

probably not needed to instigate actions that are possibly remedial.  Nevertheless 

reports, retrospectively written, that discuss or attempt to identify potential causes for the 

observed fish effects need to be scientifically rigorous in interpreting the available data. 
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Such reports should not be prejudiced by working ideas and hypotheses that enabled 

instigation of remedial action. 

 

If one reads between the lines it appears as if the reports from the Chairs of both the 

Taskforce and Scientific sub-committee conclude, or wish to conclude, from the 

investigative data there is little or no evidence for a role of chemicals from the 

macadamia farm in at least the latter fish health incidents recorded at the hatchery. 

However because the reports are presented as a summary of the different opinions it 

appears that the minority views for incriminating agrichemicals are presented ahead of 

the factual data. We also note there has not been a rigorous evaluation of the various 

hypotheses raised to implicate agrichemicals. Nor it seems of the veracity of information 

cited by proponents of the chemical causation hypotheses.  

 

Rather than sacrificing the scientific integrity of the reports by attempting to make 

compromises to present all views and perhaps achieve pseudo consensus, which in our 

opinion has reflected in implicit bias towards a particular viewpoint, the committee should 

release a report that reflects the majority view. Minority interests expressing dissent can 

be catered for in an appendix. As indicated in Section 3 of this commentary we consider 

there are many areas of agreement between Taskforce members which is not 

immediately apparent on reading the reports. 

 

In addition we consider the task of achieving common ground would be facilitated by a 

scholarly review of the scientific literature pertaining to each of the theories put forward. 

It is acknowledged in the Taskforce reports that the pathology is pivotal information; this 

has been interpreted as being consistent with toxicant exposure. We and others 

disagree with that notion and consider the pathology is not pathognomonic, but may be 

influenced by post mortem tissue degradation.  In our view, it is important there be an 

independent peer review of the pathology for each of the incidents with respect to the 

following questions: 

§ Has autolysis or tissue processing compromised interpretation of potential 
causation for the pathology? 
 

§ Is the pathology predictive of chemical insult, or could it represent non-specific 

tissue response to a range of agents and/or adverse circumstances? 

§ Is the pathology change signatory for a specific chemical(s)? 
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2. Reasonable set of conclusions: 
 
Interpretation of technical data is rarely straightforward or black and white. Particularly 

when the circumstances for data gathering are less than ideal and the data package 

may be incomplete. The Taskforce report and Scientific sub-committee report both 

provide good descriptions of the incident investigations, data gathered and differing 

views on interpretation.  

 

Based on the information gathered the Taskforce report has reached a reasonable set 

of conclusions.  

 
3. Does Taskforce report need changing? 

 
In the text of this commentary a number of additions to the report are suggested. 

These are areas of clarification and helping a reader understand how a piece of 

information, which they won’t necessarily access, influences the conclusions for each 

incident conclusion.  

 

We consider the most important to be the absence of rigorous evaluation for some of 

the various hypotheses raised to implicate agrichemicals and the veracity of 

information cited by proponents of the chemical causation hypotheses. To us these 

aspects are important for a reader to be able gauge the likelihood or otherwise of the 

theoretical bases for chemical spray drift involvement, if these aspects are unable to 

be appropriately addressed in the Taskforce report prior to its release, an 

acknowledgement that such evaluation has not been undertaken would be germane.   

 

Other areas in which we consider the Taskforce report may be improved are:  

§  Potential causes, alternative to macadamia farm chemicals have not been 

received equal weighting in the presentation of the report. 

§  The appropriateness of husbandry procedures at the fish hatchery, relative to 

contemporary practice, has not been adequately addressed.  

§  From what we have read there is reasonable agreement on various matters 

amongst the Taskforce members that should be made more apparent in the 

report.  

§  The spray drift modelling is used in both sides of the debate for and against a 

central role for agrichemical causation of events at the hatchery. We consider 

more information on the uncertainties and conservatism inherently embedded in 

the modelling is required in the report. 
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§   Additional clarity on the results of water testing for chemicals at the hatchery is 

required.  

§  There appears to be a misconception in many of the reports that has tacitly 

carried through to the Scientific sub-committee report and the Taskforce report 

regarding the source of nonyl phenol residues in water at the hatchery. It is 

implied the macadamia farm uses nonyl phenol as an adjuvant in its pesticide 

spraying. In fact the non-ionic surfactant used is nonyl phenol ethoxylate 

condensates. This needs addressing in the Taskforce report and information 

provided regarding environmental fate and ecotoxicity. 

§  An independent reviewer has provided a list of toxicological guideline 

concentrations for judging the importance of chemical residue data. However 

this did not access contemporary literature for the chemicals of interest, nor 

provide descriptions of effects and pathology. We suggest an independent 

review of such aspects be undertaken to provide the Taskforce with appropriate 

benchmark for judging the information submitted by Taskforce members in their 

various reports. We further suggest ‘toxicological profile’ sketches relative to the 

circumstances of the hatchery events be provided in an appendix to the 

Taskforce report.   
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